Evaluation of polymerase chain reaction in nerve biopsy specimens of patients with Hansen's disease.
Pure neuritic variety of leprosy (PNL) presents as peripheral neuropathy with absent skin lesions and negative skin smears. Diagnosing PNL is an uphill task as most of these patients have nonspecific changes on nerve biopsy. In such circumstances, additional molecular diagnostic tools like polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has proven to be useful in diagnosing leprosy. The present study was planned to evaluate the role of PCR in nerve biopsy specimens of patients with PNL. Patients attending the neuromuscular clinic from January 2013 to June 2014 with mononeuropathy multiplex underwent detailed diagnostic evaluation to ascertain the cause of neuropathy. Patients where this evaluation failed to establish an etiology underwent a nerve biopsy. Nerve biopsy was done in 52 patients, of which 35 were diagnosed as pure neuritic leprosy. Definite leprosy with positive wade fite staining for lepra bacilli was seen in 13 patients and 22 biopsies revealed a probable leprosy without lepra bacilli being identified. PCR for M. leprae was positive in 22 patients (62%). 12 of the 13 cases with definite leprosy on histopathology were PCR positive while in the AFB negative group, PCR was positive in 10 cases. PCR had a sensitivity of 92.3%, specificity of 54.5%. The positive and negative predictive value of PCR was 54.5% and 92.3% respectively. PCR helps in diagnosing PNL in doubtful cases. A positive PCR increases the sensitivity of detection of M. leprae especially in cases of probable PNL group where AFB cannot be demonstrated on histopathology.